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   Use of English

1 Read the text below and, using the words 

from the box, fill in each gap (1–3). Write the 

correct letter (a–f) in each gap. There are 

three extra words that you do not need to 

use. 

a favourite    b dropped    c digital
d downloaded    e worried    f played

 

My MP3 player is my favourite possession.  
I use it every day and yesterday I 1 _____ 
some songs and music videos onto it.  
I always listen to it while I’m walking about 
outside or reading a book in my room. 
Yesterday, while I was travelling to school 
on the bus, I 2 ______ it on the floor! I was 
really 3 _____ because I thought it was 
broken, but it wasn’t. It was OK. I was very 
lucky.

2 Complete the sentences (1–6) with the correct 

forms of the words in brackets. Add any  

other words (eg prepositions, articles) 

necessary to produce complete, correct 

sentences. Do not change the order of the 

words given. You must use no more than four 

words, including the words given. 

1  I (buy / camera) __________________________ 
last week.

2  (you / be / home) _________________________ 
yesterday?

3  Katy (scan / photo) _______________________ 
when the scanner broke down.

4  Who was she talking to when (we / see / she) 
________________________________________?

5  My friends thought that (it / be / not) 
_____________________________ a good idea.

6  There (be / lot) ___________________________ 
people at the party.

3 Translate the parts of the sentences (1–6) into 

English. You must use no more than four 

words. Do not change any words given in 

English.

1  [Gdzie był twój brat] _____________________ 
___________________________ this morning?

2  [Podobał ci się] __________________________ 
the film last night?

3  I [zrobiłem dużo zdjęć] ___________________ 
on holiday.

4  I [pisałem mojego bloga] _________________ 
_________ when Joe sent me a text message.

5   Most of [nas nie znała] ___________________ 
the answer.

6  What [robiła Twoja siostra] _______________ 
________________when you came back from 
school?

4 For sentences 1–6, complete the second 

sentence so that it has a similar meaning to 

the first one. You must use between two and 

four words. Do not change any words given.

1  I’d like to work in politics one day.

     I’d like to be ______________________ future.

2  What’s the price?

     How ___________________________________?

3  Do you fancy going out tonight?

     Would __________________________________ 
out tonight?

4  She knew nothing about the origins of the 
Internet.

    She did _________________________________ 
the origins of the Internet.

5  Let’s have sushi for dinner.

     Why ____________________________________  
sushi for dinner?

6  I’ll take the red one, please?

     Can _________________________ one, please?

2

other words (e.g. prepositions, articles)


